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The global South-North divide has been conceptualized 
in political, cultural, economic, and developmental 
terms. The North has traditionally been seen as more 
economically, technologically, politically, and socially 
developed as well as more industrialized. But the South has 
been linked with poverty, disease, political tyranny, and 
overall lack of development. 

Meanwhile, thanks to the internet and development of 
smart phones, the gap between the South and the North 
seems to have narrowed. Limits of time and space seem to 
no longer exist. People can now share similar experiences 
and communicate, no matter where they are. Global 
citizens believe the global community is where they would 
like to live, despite the many issues we have to solve. 

To explore the global issues of today, 
the WCA opens the 2019 conference to you. 

The WCA is proudly co-hosting this conference with the 
Association for Business Communication (ABC), which 
will be hosting the 16th Asian Pacifi c regional conference 
along with the biennial WCA conference.  

Please submit your abstract (150-words) and/or full 
paper (APA format, maximum 25-pages) online via the 
submissions tab of the Conference website: 
http://wcaabc2019.nz by January 15, 2019.  

For information about attending the conference, and 
about the post-conference tour (July 13-16, 2019), please 
visit the conference website: http://wcaabc2019.nz 

Topic Areas

• Cross Cultural Communication

• Culture and Education

• Culture and Power

• Culture and Politics

• Cross Border Issues

• Discourse Patterns and Politeness

• Education and Inequality

• Education and Geopolitics

• Ethnicity and Geopolitics

• Gender and Geopolitics

• Gender Inequality

• Global Culture in Transition

• Global Elites and Geopolitics

• History and Culture

• Immigration and Culture

• Immigration and Education

• Globalisation

• Social Media

• Public Relations

• Law and Culture

• Linguistics and Communication

• Literature and Communication

• Semiotics of Communication

• Health Communication

• Religion of Culture

• Rhetoric of Geopolitics

• Role of Metaphors

• Proverbs & Idioms

• Organizational Communication

• Business Communication and Culture. 
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